This team worked with a public high school in Bangalore. Based on their interactions with the students and staff at the school, they realized that the school’s main issue was the poor condition of the bathroom. Therefore, the team worked to fix repairs and procured new materials to renovate the bathroom. Along with this straightforward solution they also created awareness on the importance of cleanliness and hygiene among the students and ensured sustainability of their project by installing multiple recyclers which would convert food waste into cleaning agents.

**Project Objectives:**

- Renovate and clean the bathroom
- Educate students in the school about cleanliness and personal hygiene
- Ensure sustainability of the project by ensuring they have constant supply of cleaning agents

**Activities:**

- Collected funds of INR 1,20,000 through door-to-door and online fundraising
- Hired labor to deep clean, paint and install new urinals in the toilet
- Organized cleanliness drives and awareness sessions with students to ensure sustainability of the project

**Results:**

- Inaugurated new washrooms on January 5, 2019 in the presence of the Principal and the students
- Installed recycling units which turns food waste into cleaning agents, hence ensuring the sustainability of the project.
- Worked directly with students to ensure positive behavioral changes towards cleanliness and personal hygiene.

**Next Steps:** This group plans to continue working with more SDGs and reach more communities